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Trump's brazen gaslighting technique is not
just to lie repeatedly, but also to say about
others what is most true of him. He bizarrely
calls Germany captive to Russia. No one is
more captive to Russia and to Putin than
Trump. No one.
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Tony, Trump’s psychological vulnerabilities are well known. Do you think it’s
Besotted granddad. Craves depth
possible to use his own vulnerabilities against him?
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Tony Schwartz @tonyschwartz · 58m
I think the most powerful thing we can do is to focus on how precious democracy,
freedom of speech, and the rule of law are to our future -- and to get everyone
out to vote in November.
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Scott Ellner @imscotte1 · 48m
I agree, but am apprehensive nonetheless. I, along with most other people, felt
pretty confident Hillary would win in 2016 & we all know how that ended. I feel
pretty confident this time around too & that’s what worries me.
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Adriana @Adriana1o5 · 41m
Magnify his weaknesses.He is most afraid of being exposed. The MSM should
not report his every word & instead expose his finances & scandals
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Wine Lover @wineandjazz72 · 18m
That’s one of the tactics The Dems need to use heading into Nov and 2020.

